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IQ Made 
with emotions

“IQ Made With Emotions”, a way of understanding our materials and their 
possibilities. We want to show you our history, where we come from and where 
we are going to through a journey in which you will discover that innovation 
and development are a fundamental part of our company.

COMPAC The Surfaces Company
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Our Unique collection is inspired by the properties of 
natural rock to then go beyond all your expectations. 
It is the fruit of the constant effort to always offer an 
innovative product by creating decorative surfaces with 
unsurpassed technical characteristics.

Forty years is a long time but we keep looking to the 
future, establishing and reaching impossible goals, while 

not only transforming the materials we work with but also 
the lives of the people that interact with them.

We know there is always room for improvement and 
that is why we never stop. The only way to make a better 
world is to dream of a perfect one.

Sign of 
Perfection

design. Today we keep giving the best of ourselves to become the reference 
point for design lovers that know about appreciating beauty and looking for 
something unique.  

COMPAC The Surfaces Company
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Perfecting 
Nature

UNIQUE Collection

Nothing is perfect, it is said. Excellence is utopia... 
But all we have to do is looking around us and seeing 
the perfection present all over the planet.

Our Unique collection imbibes the nectar, the beauty of nature. It is born 
from total respect and admiration for the forms, materials and textures  
of the earth.

Our creations are inspired by lakes, forests, rocks, mountain scenes to build 
something totally new and unique. 

Only when you truly understand nature’s perfection, wisdom and greatness, 
you are able to start conceiving something more than that. 

This is how we place all our knowledge acquired over the years at the service 
of the purest raw materials, ensuring that the end product will be even more 
perfect than nature.

In our manufacturing processes we give our stone a series of new properties, 
which are better adapted to daily human needs: impermeability, hardness, 
resistance. We preserve the original values while enhancing them thanks to 
our creativity.

COMPAC The Surfaces Company
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COMPAC The Surfaces Company

Unique CalacattaTM TMUnique Calacatta Gold

Unique Calacatta BlackTM Unique Calacatta
Macchia VecchiaTM

Unique Calacatta BlueTM TMUnique Calacatta Green
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The beauty of the purest white contrasts with dark sinuous veins, giving 
rise to an elegance and luminosity like never before. This is how we 
transform empty silent spaces into unforgettable living places imbued 
with personality and style.

Technology confers purity, naturalness, power and brilliance to each 
piece, creating works of art that transcend time. All are identical, but 

But the design of the veining  is always unique.

Unique CalacattaTM

Perfection of the soul
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Polished
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Countertop, 
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As touched by the sun’s rays, TM perfectly 
combines the golden tones of the king star in sinuous veins that run 
through the purest white of dawn.

A real achievement of technology to offer an exquisite  and 

your home.

Unique Calacatta GoldTM

Perfection of the sun
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GOLD GOLD
Polished
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Countertop, 
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In the same way that the whiteness of the full moon contrasts with a 
dark sky, so TM transforms darkness into its 
own light through the combination of perfect veins, clean as night, 
with the purest white.

A perfection inspired by nature that thanks to the latest technology 

Unique Calacatta BlackTM

Perfection of the night
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BLACK BLACK
Polished
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Countertop,  Unique MarquinaTM

Countertop, 
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Unique 
Macchia VecchiaTM returns us winding and uneven streaks dotted with 
gold, creating a unique, elegant and sophisticated product.

Once again, technology combines with nature to pay tribute through 

Unique Calacatta Macchia VecchiaTM
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MACCHIA VECCHIA

Polished

MACCHIA VECCHIA
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Unique Calacatta BlueTM
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BLUE
Polished
BLUE



Countertop, Unique Calacatta BlueTM



Unique Calacatta GreenTM
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GREEN
Polished
GREEN
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Countertop, Unique Calacatta GreenTM



Unique VenatinoTMTM

COMPAC The Surfaces Company

Unique Arabescato

TMUnique Pietra Unique MarquinaTM Unique ArgentoTM

Unique Statuario GoldTMUnique StatuarioTM



Unique StatuarioTM

Pure, vibrant white with twisting veins in grey tones for a unique, 
subtle and timeless design. Unique Statuario lends simple, 
undeinable elegance to any surface.

COMPAC technology and its unique veins mean you can create 
true and timeless works of art.

Endless Perfection
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STATUARIO STATUARIO

Polished
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Wall Covering, Unique StatuarioTM



Unique Statuario Gold TM

The ochre and golden tones of the Unique Statuario Gold veins 
contrast subtly with the white background. This union creates a 
perfect elegance, as natural as stone or gold.

The unique COMPAC technology means you can have the 
elegance of this stone in every corner of your home.

Endless Perfection
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STATUARIO
GOLD

STATUARIO
GOLD
Polished

61
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Flooring and wall covering, Unique Statuario GoldTM
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The tone of Unique PietraTM, together with the design of its  veining, 
is pure inspiration, giving the space an exclusive personality. Unique 
Petra wins you over not only with its essence, but with every sensation 
it awakens with its texture. 

A safe bet for those who love everything artistic and unusual. 

Unique PietraTM



PIETRATM

Polished

PIETRATM

Natural
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Countertop, 
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From the darkness of rock come the sinuous white sparkling streaks, 

strength and authenticity. 

Unique MarquinaTM means originality, purity, elegance and distinction. 
Regardless of the surroundings, quality and good taste are always 
apparent, from the simplest styles all the way through to the most 
sophisticated.

Unique MarquinaTM

Perfection of elegance
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MARQUINA MARQUINA
Polished
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Countertop, 
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We all think and feel differently, and that is precisely what makes us 
rare and special.

Unique VenatinoTM is the perfect balance between wildness 
and elegance, control and energy. The softness of the whites 
and the subtlety of the greys, throughout the veining, give each 
piece an insuperable exclusivity and simplicity. It’s a material 
that makes a statement about you: who you are, what you’re like.  
A design that turns any space without life into a part  
of you, your character and your personality.

Unique VenatinoTM
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Polished



71

Countertop and Backsplash, 
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foto

Interlaced through the pure white rock are streaks of pale grey forming 
capricious arabesques, decorating the stone with organic, geometric 
forms to create unique patterns.

luminosity to every space in your home.

Unique ArabescatoTM

Perfection in shapes
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Polished
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Render Arabescato

Countertop, 
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Grey  inspired by the appeal of the weather-worn rock, by dry tree 
bark, by the ashes from which life is reborn. The essence of the natural 
elevated to the maximum in elegance, in a sober silver tone, dense 

Unique ArgentoTM transforms every space it touches into something 
extraordinary, providing a solid foundation for the rest of the materials 
and textures with which it coexists.

Unique ArgentoTM

Perfection of essential
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Polished
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Countertop, 
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General view of the table, TM

Spaces
that inspire

The Unique collection transforms spaces in which it is used, endowing them with 
elegance and unique style. Sober, commanding homes and spaces that take on 
another dimension when these materials become the protagonists.
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Countertop, 
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UNIQUE Sign of PerfectionCOMPAC The Surfaces Company
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Detalle de placados,  

Countertop, 
Countertop,
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Countertop detail,  
Unique MarquinaTM

COMPAC The Surfaces Company

Unique VenatinoTM
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Slabs in KBIS2020 Compac Booth, 
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Vista general de encimera, Unique MarquinaTM Polished
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Vista general de la pared, Unique MarquinaTM Glacé finish

COMPAC The Surfaces Company



Detalle de placados,  
Unique Marquina glacé

Detalle de encimera, Unique MarquinaTM Glacé finishDetalle de encimera de cocina, Unique MarquinaTM Polished
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Isla, Unique MarquinaTM Glacé finish
Aplacado, Unique VenatinoTM Glacé finish

COMPAC The Surfaces Company
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Unique MarquinaTM

Unique VenatinoTM General view, Unique VenatinoTM

COMPAC The Surfaces Company
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Lorem ipsum,  
Isle, TM

Table, TM
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Top view ot the table, TM

COMPAC The Surfaces Company
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Lorem ipsum,  
TM

TM
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Lorem ipsum,  

General view of the countertop, TM
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Detail of the countertop, TMTM TM

COMPAC The Surfaces Company
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TM

COMPAC The Surfaces Company
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General view of the countertop, TM
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View of the countertop, TM TM

COMPAC The Surfaces Company
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TM

COMPAC The Surfaces Company



Top view of the table, TM

COMPAC The Surfaces Company

 Unique MarquinaTM

Unique VenatinoTM
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KITCHEN 
COUNTERTOPS

SINKS

DESKS

FOOD 

RESTAURANTS

EDUCATIONAL 
CENTRES

RECEPTIONS TABLES & 
COUNTERS

WALL PLAQUES, 
SHELVES

INDUSTRIAL 
KITCHENS

PUBLIC 
SPACES

BATHROOM 
SURFACES

APPLICATIONS

Distinctive
and Versatile

UNIQUE Sign of Perfection

Power and subtlety, inspiring us to create designs that achieve atmospheres 
denoting a strong, well-cultivated personality. Patterns, different in each piece, 
making each design totally unique.
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With an appearance that is so naturally expressive and realistic that it enables you 
to create compositions with colour gradations that show elegance and natural 

PROFILES, FORMATS 
AND FINISHES

Perfect
execution

THICKNESS:  20 mm - 3/4”  30 mm - 1 1/4” 

Moldura

Border

Skirt

Coved edge

Dove chest

Bullnose

Perfect matt, smooth and glowing, 
a soft sensation to the touch, the 
absence of reflections and fast, 
easy cleaning. Beautiful and 
practical at the same time, with 
one single finish.

giving them more life, and enabling 
you to give a distinctive seal to your 

the personality of a true connoisseur.

We have created an ultimate nish, 
slightly textured, which sifts the light 
that reaches it producing an opaque 

Bodied, composed of layers and with 
a light texture, it is designed to make 
your senses fall in love. A distinctive 
and unique touch that gives o 
an overowing delicacy. Durable, 

impeccable, purely natural nish.

naturalfinish glacéfinish Polished

SLAB MEASUREMENTS

GIANT 330 X 163 CM - 130” X 64” 
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MINDS OVER MATTER

The Power 
of Talent

only create better products, but inspire more valuable and rewarding experiences in our 
customers’ homes and living and working spaces.

COMPAC The Surfaces Company
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Since 1975 manufacturing
the future of design

COMPAC The Surfaces Company

We are a leading company based in Spain marketing high quality decorative surfaces. COMPAC was founded in 
1975 and it was the first Spanish firma specializing in the manufacture and distribution of terrazzo and quartz surface 
coverings.  Today we are a large multinational company with 100% Spanish capital that we have learned to 
grow while maintaining our flexibility and our independent spirit of decision making.
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Environmental 
Commitment

In COMPAC Surfaces, we have a deep-rooted culture of Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR) aimed at actively contributing to social, economic and 
environmental improvement.

Following our environmental commitment, we have incorporated to the Unique 
Collection a BIO resin obtained from vegetal sources that allows us to create a 
natural and more respectful collection with the environment.

Distinction, responsibility and respect can, and must, go hand in hand. That’s 
why the Unique collection is made out of vegetable-origin raw materials such 

COMPAC The Surfaces Company

BIO CERTIFICATE



SPAIN

PORTUGAL

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

UNITED KINGDOM

SINGAPORE

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

compac.us
marketing@compac.es
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